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Additional 1.2% of GDP annually globally 
needed reaching the Paris Agreement goal.

The potential for a green recovery

https:// climateactiontracker.org /publications/addressing -the -climate -and-post -covid-19-
economic-crises/
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Understanding the magnitude: overarching 
packages

https://climateactiontracker.org/publications/global -
update -pandemic-recovery-with -just -a-hint -of -green/
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Example rescue and recovery measures 

www.climateactiontracker.org



Examples of green economic recovery

https://climateactiontracker.org/publications/global -update -pandemic-recovery-with -just -a-hint -of -green/
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Impact on global greenhouse gas emissions
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https://newclimate.org/2020/09/04/exploring-the-impact-of-
the-covid-19-pandemic-on-global-emission-proejctions/
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The emissions gap remains

www.climateactiontracker.org



China’s carbon neutrality announcement is a 
game changer

Announcement by EU: Update 2030 NDC to 
55/60/65% from 40% and climate neutrality by 
2050

Announcement by China: “Aim to achieve 
carbon neutrality before 2060”

EU and China together can create the urgently 
needed momentum of a race to the top

• Japan, South Korea, Canada followed

• USA may follow (climate neutrality by 2050 is part 
of Bidens election campaign)

• 24 top Indian companies followed
51%

Share of global greenhouse gas emissions of 
countries with similar net zero announcements



Warming in 2100

Current policies: around 2.9oC
• Emissions in 2030 are likely to be lower 

compared to pre-COVID levels
o not a result of a shift towards decarbonisation 
o will not be sustained in the long run

Pledges and targets: around 2.7oC
With new net zero targets: around 2.3 to 
2.4oC
• 0.2 to 0.3oC reduction China is carbon 

neutral by 2060
• 0.1oC reduction if USA is carbon neutral by 

2050



• A mixed picture on green recovery
• Many negative interventions and few positive ones
• Using the pandemic to initially move backwards: USA, Brazil, 

Mexico, Australia, South Africa, Indonesia, Russia, Saudi Arabia, 
Argentina, Turkey

• Steps in the right direction: EU and South Korea
• Not yet a clear signal on greenhouse gas emissions 
• Many low-carbon policies under discussion, it can still be shaped

• Net-zero targets are a game changer
• Announcements by China and EU for carbon neutrality can flip the 

situation
• Net-zero emissions targets of China and USA could lead to 2.3 to 

2.4oC by 2100

Key messages 
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